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MAKE IN INDIA
Geeta, Assistant Professor In Commerce, Universal College Ballopur, Lalru, Mohali
Abstract : Make in India is main object to “ Is doing Business”. Means It
is easily situated the business I in the India Not only for India but also for the
foreigner person. Due to this reason, increasing the business in India.
Special cell is frame for solving foreigner business problems. Besides of it
solve the Indian doubt related to business within 72 hours. 25 business has
included in it scheme.
World bank report India ranking in the business of world has such last three
years after the make in India.
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“Zero Defect zero effect " means that quality of product will be good and not side effect on every
live and not live things. Product will India has an opportunity to become one of the world’s most
dynamic economics. Keeping this in mind, our Honorable Prime Minister Sri Narendra Modi was
initiated and launched ‘Make in India’ a manufacturing hub campaign on 25th September, 2014 by
inviting and motivating all global and domestic companies to manufacture their products in 25
identified industrial sectors in India. The aim of this initiative is to take the share of manufacturing in
the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from a stagnant 16% currently to 25% by 2022 and
thereby create more than 100 million skilled jobs in manufacturing sector.
SYMBOL OF LION: It is made of machine‘s wheel. Which are symbol of the intelligent and
motivate to invest in India. It logo are mention of all rail and metro of the Japan. Which has
motivated to every person of Japan and other country who are living in the Japan to invest money in
the India. Some sector 100% FDI permitted in India for e.g. Aviation, Automobile, automobile
component etc.
INTRODUCTION:
The Make in India initiative was launched by Prime Minister in September 2014 as part of a wider set
of nation-building initiatives. Devised to transform India into a global design and manufacturing hub,
Make in India was a timely response to a critical situation: by 2013, the much-hyped emerging
markets bubble had burst, and India’s growth rate had fallen to its lowest level in a decade. The
promise of the BRICS Nations (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) had faded, and India
was tagged as one of the so-called ‘Fragile Five’. Origin : This initiative has its origin in the Prime
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